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Introduction 
Contact dermatitis is a common cause of isolated 
rash and the distribution of skin involved usually 
leads to identification of the source. For instance, 
poison ivy often affects exposed skin on the hands 
and legs; nickel and other metals in jewelry will affect 
areas including the ears, neck, and wrists; cell phones 
can cause unilateral or bilateral facial dermatitis 
depending on how one holds the phone [1]. 
However, the causative agent may not always make 
direct contact with the skin as shirt and pant pocket 
contents have caused allergic contact dermatitis [2, 
3]. We present a case of unilateral dermatitis of the 
chest developing in a patient with a history of allergy 
to metal. A name tag attached magnetically to his 
work uniform was identified as the cause of the 
eruption.  

Case Synopsis 
A 61-year old man with a history of allergic contact 
dermatitis to metal was seen in our clinical studies 
unit to be assessed for participation in a clinical trial 
for atopic dermatitis. There was a hyperpigmented, 
pruritic plaque of the left chest (Figure 1). The 
patient’s self-reported history of metal allergy was 
confirmed by a second patch of dermatitis below the 
umbilicus, adjacent to his belt buckle. He had never 
been patch tested. The patient worked in a local 
grocery store and wore a name tag on his left chest. 
This name tag was fastened to his uniform with a 
metal magnetic bar on the inside of his shirt, which 
came into direct contact with his skin (Figure 2). He 
was clinically diagnosed with allergic contact 

Abstract 
Unusual distributions of contact dermatitis often lead 
to identification of the offending agent. We present a 
case of unilateral dermatitis of the chest developing 
in a patient with a history of allergy to metal. A name 
tag attached magnetically to his work uniform was 
identified as the cause of the eruption. Unilateral 
eruption of the chest can be a manifestation of 
allergic contact dermatitis to metal objects in breast 
pockets or attached to clothing. 

 
Figure 1. Hyperpigmented plaque of dermatitis on patient’s left 
chest
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dermatitis and advised to avoid direct contact with 
the metal allergens in his name tag. 

 
Case Discussion 
Nickel is the most common contact allergen and the 
risk of nickel allergy increases with prolonged 
exposure to the nickel-containing object, which was 
consistent with our patient who wears his name tag 
at work for extended periods of time [1, 4]. We have 
seen cases of allergic contact dermatitis on the left 
chest caused by various objects kept in left breast 
shirt pockets. Metal pens and cigarette lighters may 
be causative. Case reports dating back to 1918 have 
described localized “match-box dermatitis” to 
sesquisulfide on matchboxes kept in shirt and 
trouser pockets [2, 5]. Plastic banknotes have even 
been implicated in cases of allergic contact 
dermatitis on the left nipple and left thigh, 
coinciding anatomically with the patients’ pockets 
[3]. 

 
Conclusion 
Peculiar dermatitis distribution, along with history 
concerning occupations and hobbies, may provide 
clues to the cause of allergic contact dermatitis. 
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Figure 2. Metal magnetic bar fastening patient’s name tag to his 
uniform 




